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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) is continually challenged by the problems and the
opportunities as data gathering and data analysis evolve with the rapidity of technological change.
Problems include rising rates of non-response and increasing need to reduce response burden. An
alternative for the basic design of a survey or assessment was presented for consideration to NCES with the
objective of remediating the problem of decreasing response rates at all levels and simultaneously
providing robust estimates of the measured outcomes and unbiased variance estimators. The NCES charged
the National Institute of Statistical Sciences (NISS) with convening a panel of technical experts to examine
theoretical arguments in favor of the design and to consider whether this design is suited to a large-scale
federal survey. Specific issues for the panel to consider were: i) the degree to which the proposed new
methodology is truly novel; ii) the degree to which it is advantageous over current practices, especially in
regard to accuracy of inferences and to variance estimation; and iii) the degree to which it is suited to a
large-scale federal survey both in practical terms and in terms of magnitude of improvement over current
designs.
Proposed Design Approach
The idea for the proposed design methodology comes from work in 1962 by J.N.K. Rao, H.O. Hartley and
W.G Cochran who sought a computationally simple estimation process that would yield an exact variance
formula and unbiased variance estimator. The design proposed here would consider the population as
divided into two classes: responders and non-responders. Then each stratum (sample size m) would be
partitioned into m/2 zones “so that values of sorting variables deemed as non-response predictors are well
distributed across zones.” Equivalence groups of units are created by dividing each zone is divided into two
groups completely at random. Following the Rao-Hartley-Cochran method a single sample is drawn using
proportionate unequal probabilities so that at the final stage, one unit is sampled from each of the m
groups (2 groups per zone). If a sampled unit is a non-responder, another unit is sampled; non-responders
are replaced until either a respondent unit is drawn or the group is exhausted without response.
A novel application of this approach addresses the repeated surveying for multiple surveys by eliminating
sample overlap. By creating the stratum - zone - group structure, any unit within a group that has already
been sampled as part of another survey can be treated a fortiori as a non-respondent in this sampling
scheme.
The intent of this approach is to mitigate the problems arising from non-response of sampled units. Since
there are alternative methods to deal with non-response, theoretical, simulation and real/pilot study
comparisons are needed. For the proposed design, both technical and practical aspects need further
development. On the technical side, the underlying assumptions have not been rigorously stated. Neither
has the justification for the estimation equations nor for the variance estimation been completely worked
out.
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The essential feature of the design appears to be a substitution procedure with a random component that
is coupled to an estimation piece and to variance estimation by treating the groups as the sampled units.
However, the group variation is not equivalent to the unit variation. Even a purely unconditional argument
that unequal sampling probabilities are preserved under this scheme requires a technical proof. Of course,
the number of (potential) non-respondents in the population does not change with the sampling design. So
“solving/mitigating non-response” simply shifts those problems to problems of response bias and error.
Summary of Deliberations
Following presentation of the proposed method and discussion of a hypothetical application in the
education setting, it was still not clear what problem this method would solve in the context of NCES
studies, surveys and assessments. For NCES studies, non-response at the school level is dealt with at the
outset for practical reasons. Studies are planned and launched at different times often without the
possibility of coordination so that it is difficult to see how the proposed method would fit the context.
1. It is highly dubious that substitution of group non-response for unit non-response would conform
with federal standards for reporting statistical data.
2. Benefits of the proposed method have not been convincingly demonstrated either theoretically or
via simulation. Implementation of this method would be premature. Based on available
information at this time it is not clear that after careful study the method will prove advantageous.
Necessary steps to investigate the method and its properties are listed below.
3. Technical development of the proposed method is incomplete. A complete technical formulation
would include: i) explicit assumptions, ii) estimators and their properties, iii) variance estimators
and their properties, iv) expected total “sample” sizes.
4. If this is really rejective sampling at the final stage, then the theory should be linked to the
extensive body of theory for rejective sampling and its properties.
5. Simulation needs to be extensive to demonstrate the claimed properties in practice: improved
variance estimation, reduced total “sample” size and robustness to misspecification. Unlike the
simulation presented that was SRS not PPS, simulation studies should be based on a more realistic
structure, unequal probabilities (as for PPS sampling), and the behavior of the variance estimator
should be characterized.
6. Calculation (simulation) and analysis of expected costs is an initial step in planning for
implementation, accompanied by development of expected time-schedule for the method to apply
in NCES context.
7. The final step prior to implementation would be demonstration of the method via field test and
validation of comparative advantages identified in 2, 3 & 4 above.
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PREFACE
The National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) continues to evaluate potential innovations in the
design of data-gathering via survey and via assessment, and the methodology for organizing and
presenting these data for public use and for education research. The value of any innovation depends on
its technical correctness, its feasibility, and on its efficiency. In short, the merit of implementing an
innovation depends on the current state of the art and practice and on the comparative advantage of the
innovation and its relative costs.
Therefore, a panel was convened comprised of experts in sample survey theory and its application and
experts in the implementation and the use of NCES education data with the charge of examining a
proposal for changing methodology of an education survey, i.e., changing the basic design.
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NEW APPROACH FOR SAMPLING
EDUCATION SURVEYS
I.

FOR

INTRODUCTION

The National Center for Education Statistics like other federal statistical agencies is continually challenged
by the problems and the opportunities as data gathering and data analysis evolve with the rapidity of
technological change. Universally, problems include rising rates of non-response and increasing need to
reduce response burden. Opportunities include transfer of manual operations to automated datagathering and organization and coordination of surveys to integrate information from multiple sources.
The constraints in meeting these challenges are to maintain statistical validity throughout the process and
to maximize efficiency in the implementation of surveys and assessments.
An alternative for the basic design of a survey or assessment, described below, was presented for
consideration to NCES with the objective of remediating the problem of decreasing response rates at all
levels and simultaneously providing robust estimates of the measured outcomes and unbiased variance
estimators.
The panel was asked both to examine theoretical arguments in favor of the design and to consider whether
this design is suited to a large-scale federal survey. In particular suitability depends on information
required for implementation, weaknesses that would emerge in this context, requirements for uniformity in
application with regard to selective non-response or variation in stratification, etc. How the practicalities
will impact attractive theoretical properties of the estimators and the inferences should be assessed. Even
though the practical issues can be solved and the statistical theory can be developed; often the interaction
of the two does not work as planned. Specific issues for the panel to consider were: i) the degree to which
the proposed new methodology is truly; ii) the degree to which it is advantageous over current practices,
especially in regard to accuracy of inferences and to variance estimation; and iii) the degree to which it is
suited to a large-scale federal survey both in practical terms and in terms of magnitude of improvement
over current designs.
Within this context, the panel framed the evaluation of the proposed methodology in terms of five
questions.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What are the problems at hand?
What is the proposed design methodology?
What is required to make the design both effective and capable of efficient implementation?
What are the benefits that can accrue with this approach to survey/assessment design?
What are the alternatives and the comparative advantage of the innovation over those?

This report concludes with a summary of the panel’s deliberations.
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What are the Problems at Hand?
In brief, three problem areas that challenge NCES in gathering education data fall into the categories of cost
to conduct, burden to the respondent and non-response. Aspects of solutions come from all perspectives,
including reduction in sample size, technology replacing person-hours, shortened requests for information,
sharing of information across surveys/sources, incentives to participate, and other motivators.
The constraint on all manners of attack on these challenges is the need to maintain the quality and
precision of the information gathered without loss of critical data for accurate picture of US education.
Improving the statistical design of a single study or survey could reduce cost, reduce or eliminate bias
and/or increase the precision of the information. Designing for combining several studies or data resources
could offer still greater benefits due to shared information. Devising a statistical design that would stabilize
over time or minimize the number of returns to the same source for related (or unrelated) surveys could
reduce burden or at least reduce perceived burden.
The potential for advantageous innovation in the statistical design depends on the kind of study. For
example, a longitudinal study that identifies a fixed cohort of subjects to be followed to the study’s
termination will suffer gradual losses to follow-up and increasing potential for bias. An alternative of
interlocking samples, that is with one subgroup of sampled individuals ‘retired from the sample’ each year
and with an equal-sized new subgroup matched in age introduced in their stead, acquires an additional
source of variation from differences between each retiring subgroup and its replacement.
As a second example, studies that utilize multiple modes of contacting subjects have the opportunity to
allocate funds and effort strategically among the modes of contact to maximize response and/or minimize
bias and variance. A third example would be the introduction - across studies, across series of a repeated
study or across waves of a longitudinal study - of a substitution scheme so that a study participant (e.g., a
school) would enjoy a “guarantee time” before being again invited to participate, thereby reducing burden
in the long term. The substitution scheme would have to be statistically valid for drawing inferences, with
known properties such as bounds on bias, reliable estimates of precision (or variance), etc.

What is the Proposed Design Methodology?
The proposed methodology is directed toward statistical problems that arise when response rates fall. In
particular, bias is induced when the likelihood of non-response is not uniform across the sampled
population and consequently the responding portion of the original sample behaves like a nonprobability
sample.
The idea for the proposed design methodology is not new. In 1962, J.N.K. Rao, H.O. Hartley and W.G
Cochran had a clever idea and proposed this strategy for single and for two-stage unequal probability
sampling. Their goal was to provide a readily computable (in terms of computations as done in 1962)
estimator of the population total, an exact variance formula and an unbiased estimator of variance. The
key to accomplishing this for a single stage was to partition the population (N units) completely at random
(disregarding for the moment the individual unit unequal probabilities) into several (n) mutually exclusive
and exhaustive subgroups. Then a single sample is drawn from each group using the proportionate
probability within that group. For a two-stage process, subunits would be selected at random from each
sample selected from a group. The idea was to artificially create replicate samples or groups (with PPS
within a group) for the purpose of estimating variance while still using the unequal probabilities for
estimating the population total.
The proposed design under consideration here modifies the original by starting at the stratum level and
first purposively partitioning a stratum (with allocated stratum sample size m) into m/2 zones “so that
values of sorting variables deemed as non-response predictors are well distributed across zones.” Two
distinct possibilities for are: i) to consider the population divided into two classes: responders and nonresponders or ii) to consider each unit having a probability of non-response, possibly based on or linked to
7
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covariates. As proposed, the method adopts the former. Then each zone is divided into two groups
completely at random, and following the Rao-Hartley-Cochran method a single sample is drawn using
proportionate unequal probabilities; and at the final stage, one unit is sampled from each of the m groups
(2 groups per zone) to comprise the sample for that stratum. In the event a unit is a non-responder,
another unit is sampled, continuing until either a respondent unit is drawn from that group or the group is
exhausted without response.
If zones are created to be equivalent, then it is not clear why these are required at all as m groups could be
formed directly within the stratum. If zones are created to be homogeneous (with respect to likelihood of
response) then it is not clear how this differs from stratifying more extensively at the beginning.
The first argument put forward for using this approach, is that by allowing substitution of an equivalent unit
to a non-respondent (after as many random draws from the non-respondent’s group as necessary to obtain
a respondent) non-response can be reduced because non-response is measured in terms of group response
rather than unit response. “The unconditional selection probabilities for the responding unit in a random
group regardless of units rejected before is the same as the selection probability at the first draw which is
easily computable.”
A second aspect of this approach is the use only of unconditional selection probabilities for responding
units from different groups does not allow usual methods for non-response bias adjustment; however, a
calibration method can be used for non-response adjustment.
A novel application of this approach addresses the repeated surveying of a single organization for multiple
surveys by eliminating sample overlap. By creating the stratum - zone - group structure, any unit within a
group that has already been sampled as part of another survey can be treated a fortiori as a nonrespondent in this sampling scheme.

What is Required to Make this Design Both Effective and Capable of Efficient Implementation?
Both technical and practical aspects of this design need further development. On the technical side, the
underlying assumptions have not been rigorously stated. Neither has the justification for the estimation
equations nor for the variance estimation been completely worked out. For example, the partitioning into
zones assumes some sort of model-based prediction for non-response that is used in some unspecified way
to create “equivalent” distributions of non-response probabilities or expected proportions of nonresponders for all zones*. Without further justification and explicit assumptions about mutual dependence
of measured outcomes and of non-response on these (same) model covariates, it is not possible to develop
correct formulae for population estimates, for variances and for variance estimates. Neither is it possible to
examine the contexts of NCES studies to determine whether these assumptions can be satisfied. How
covariates would be selected to predict non-response and what would be the implications of their
selections, their relative effectiveness and potential bias is unspecified and apparently unstudied. Although
the author writes that both measured outcomes and likelihood of non-response are both assumed to be
related to the covariates, no theoretical investigation was offered regarding the consequences or bias due
to this mutual dependence or correlation.
Apparent assumptions, both explicit and implicit, require clarification and justification. These include but
are not limited to following:
1.
Source of figures or models relating measured outcome to covariates for zone definition and for
calibration - population estimates may not be applicable.
2.
Non-response probabilities either 0 or 1 but fixed for individual units and the same proportion of
non-responders for each group within a zone; OR a non-response probability between 0 and 1,
depending upon the characteristics of each unit, but “equivalently distributed” across groups and
zones.
3.
Simplified probability (uniform?) for non-response across stages, i.e., as non-responders are
replaced.
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4.
5.
6.

Reliance on original response rate without adaptive mechanism.
Same data collection protocol among stages.
Efficacy of strong calibration method.

Thus, the essential feature of the design appears to be a substitution procedure with a random component
that is coupled to an estimation piece and to variance estimation by treating the groups as the sampled
units. However, the group variation is not equivalent to the unit variation. Even a purely unconditional
argument that unequal sampling probabilities are preserved under this scheme requires a technical proof.
Despite the use of various descriptors, “replicate sample units” “reserve sample units,” the substitution of
new subunits as needed from a group appears to be rejective sampling with non-response as the rejection
criterion.
*Note that the author also refers to an alternative construction of zones as “deep strata” implying that the
original strata are partitioned into relatively homogeneous zones with respect to likelihood of nonresponse.

What are the Benefits that can Accrue with this Approach to Survey/Assessment Design?
The intent of this approach is to mitigate the problems arising from non-response of sampled units. Of
course, the number of (potential) non-respondents in the population does not change with the sampling
design. So “solving/mitigating non-response” simply shifts those problems to problems of response bias
and error.
This particular approach to solution - via rejective sampling at the final stage - trades off the information on
the non-respondents. Hence non-response bias cannot be estimated in the usual ways, but calibration
procedures can be applied instead although the efficacy of doing this remains to be shown theoretically or
demonstrated via simulation with real data.

What are the Alternatives and the Comparative Advantage of the Innovation Over Those?
Innovation does require effort, time and cost. Where there are alternatives, especially an already adopted
approach, theoretical, simulation and real/pilot study comparisons are needed.
So, given a population that includes a fixed number of (non-identified) non-respondents, depending on the
design the impact surfaces variously through the alternatives of bias, variance, cost and feasibility.
Technical formulation of the first three would be the basis for comparing the trade-offs among designs.
To be meaningful, simulation studies must be sufficiently extensive to include the kinds of contexts that are
likely to be encountered if the new method is implemented. They must also test the robustness of the
method with regard to the key assumptions - both assumptions about statistical properties and sources of
variation and also assumptions about the population, the likelihood of non-response as a function of
stratifying variables, covariates used in defining zones, and the interrelationships among these.
To deal with non-response alternatives include: i) sampling in waves (including new units rather than using
expensive modes to pursue non-responders), ii) adaptive design, iii) 1:1 substitution (deterministic
matching determined by covariate patterns, nearest neighbor), iv) over-sampling based on assumed
(stratum) response rates. Obviously sequential procedures have the advantage of not exceeding a planned
sample size; other approaches do not require intervention or reconsideration mid-survey.
Feasibility evaluation can follow if theoretical and simulation studies demonstrate a comparative
advantage. But without any meaningful demonstration of superiority of the proposed design, it is
premature at the very least to consider it for implementation.
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Summary of Deliberations
Following presentation of the proposed method and discussion of a hypothetical application in the
education setting, it was still not clear what problem this method would solve in the context of NCES
studies, surveys and assessments. For NCES studies, non-response at the school level is dealt with at the
outset for practical reasons. Studies are planned and launched at different times often without the
possibility of coordination so that it is difficult to see how the proposed method would fit the context.
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

It is highly dubious that substitution of group non-response for unit non-response would conform
with federal standards for reporting statistical data.
Benefits of the proposed method have not been convincingly demonstrated either theoretically or
via simulation. Implementation of this method would be premature. Based on available
information at this time it is not clear that after careful study the method will prove
advantageous. Necessary steps to investigate the method and its properties are listed below.
Technical development of the proposed method is incomplete. A complete technical formulation
would include: i) explicit assumptions, ii) estimators and their properties, iii) variance estimators
and their properties, iv) expected total “sample” sizes.
If this is really rejective sampling at the final stage, then the theory should be linked to the
extensive body of theory for rejective sampling and its properties.
Simulation needs to be extensive to demonstrate the claimed properties in practice: improved
variance estimation, reduced total “sample” size and robustness to misspecification. Unlike the
simulation presented that was SRS not PPS, simulation studies should be based on a more realistic
structure, unequal probabilities (as for PPS sampling), and the behavior of the variance estimator
should be characterized.
Calculation (simulation) and analysis of expected costs is an initial step in planning for
implementation, accompanied by development of expected time-schedule for the method to
apply in NCES context.
The final step prior to implementation would be demonstration of the method via field test and
validation of comparative advantages identified in 2, 3 & 4 above.
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NCES Panel to Review a New Approach for
Sampling for Education Surveys Meeting
November 8-9, 2016 | Washington, DC

AGENDA
Tuesday, November 8, 2016 (PCP Room 7080)
9:00-10:00 am
10:00-10:30 am
10:30 am-Noon

Arrival Through Security, 550 12th Street, SW, Washington, DC 20202
Andrew White, Senior Research Statistician, NCES
Introductions, Charge to Panel
Nell Sedransk, Marilyn Seastrom, Chris Chapman
Presentation Time w/Discussion
Avi Singh

12:00-1:00 pm

Lunch & Panel Internal Deliberation

1:00- 2:00 pm

Panel Discussion (Closed)

2:00- 3:00 pm

Questions & Discussions
Panel, Avi Singh, NCES Staff

3:00-4:30 pm

Panel Deliberation (Closed)

Wednesday, November 9, 2016 (PCP Room 7080)
9:00-10:00am
10:00-11:30am
11:30am-12:30pm
12:30-1:30pm
2:00-3:00pm
1:30–4:30pm

Arrival Through Security, 550 12th Street, SW, Washington, DC 20202
Andrew White, Senior Research Statistician, NCES
Panel Discussions & Questions
Panel, Avi Singh, NCES Staff
Lunch & Panel Internal Deliberation
Final Panel Discussions & Questions
Panel, Avi Singh, NCES Staff
Questions & Discussions
Panel, Avi Singh, NCES Staff
Panel Deliberation (Closed)
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